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Abstract

Position and orientation information of individual nodes in ad hoc networks is useful for both service and appli-

cation implementation. Services that can be enabled by availability of position include routing and querying. At ap-

plication level, position is required in order to label the reported data in a sensor network, whereas position and

orientation enable tracking.

Nodes in an ad hoc network may have local capabilities such as the possibility of measuring ranges to neighbors,

angle of arrival (AOA), or global capabilities, such as GPS and digital compasses. This article investigates the possi-

bility of using local capabilities to export global capabilities using a distributed, localized, hop by hop method. We show

how position and orientation of all the nodes in a connected ad hoc network can be determined with a small fraction of

landmarks that can position/orient themselves, given that all nodes have some combination of local capabilities.

� 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The main features of new adhoc networks are

the large number of unattended nodes with vary-

ing capabilities, lack or impracticality of deploying

supporting infrastructure, and high cost of human

supervised maintenance. What is necessary for

these types of networks is a class of algorithms

which are scalable, tunable, distributed, and easy
to deploy. With recent advances in small device

architectures [1], it can be foreseen that cheap, or

even disposable nodes, will be available in the fu-

ture, enabling an array of new agricultural, mete-
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orological and military applications. These large
networks of low power nodes face a number of

challenges: cost of deployment, capability and

complexity of nodes, routing without the use of

large conventional routing tables, adaptability in

front of intermittent functioning regimes, network

partitioning and survivability. It is a given that in

many of these networks, due to considerations of

cost, size, and power requirements, individual
nodes will not have full position and orientation

capabilities. A general question is how to export

capabilities to various nodes in the network so that

the overall capability can be increased in the net-

work. For example, many ad hoc network appli-

cations and protocols assume the knowledge of

geographic position of nodes for routing and

sensing. However, not all nodes have the capabil-
ity of locally determining their position by means

mail to: dnicules@cs.rutgers.edu
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of GPS. Finding position without the aid of GPS

in each node of an ad hoc network is important in

cases where the GPS service is either not accessi-

ble, or not practical to use due to power, form

factor or line of sight conditions such as indoor

sensors, sensors hidden under foliage, etc. A sim-
ilar argument holds for orientation as compasses

face erratical behavior in the vicinity of large metal

objects or electrical fields. Orientation, or heading,

is used in remote navigation, or remote control of

specialized sensors, such as directional micro-

phones or cameras. In this article, we address the

problem of self positioning and orientation of the

nodes in the field, which may provide a general
framework for exporting capabilities in a network

where more capable nodes cooperate in dispersing

information to less capable nodes.

What is necessary for ad hoc deployment of

temporary networks is a method similar in capa-

bility to GPS and magnetic compasses, without

requiring extra infrastructure, or extensive pro-

cessing capabilities. What we propose is a method
by which nodes in an ad hoc networks collaborate

in finding their position and orientation under the

assumptions that a small fraction of the network

has only the position capability. A compass is not

necessary in any node, but if it is available, either

at the landmarks, or everywhere, it will enhance

the accuracy of the positioning algorithm. Previ-

ous positioning methods used so far used either
TDOA based ranging, like in Cricket [2] and Ah-

LOS [3], signal strength (RADAR [4], APS [5]),

and angle of arrival (Cricket [6], APS/AOA [7]).

One scenario involving sensor networks fre-

quently mentioned in literature is that of aircraft

deployment of sensors followed by in flight col-

lection of data by simply cruising the sensor field.

This and other meteorological applications are
implicitly assuming that the data provided by the

sensor is accompanied by the sensor�s position. It
is thus possible to attach the sensed information to

a geographical map of the monitored region. If

this is an absolute necessity for making sense of the

observed data, accurate position might also be

useful for routing and coordination purposes. For

some ad hoc networks, algorithms such as Carte-
sian routing [8], geocast [9], or TBF [10] enable

routing with reduced or no routing tables at all,
and are appropriate for devices like the Rene mote

[1], with only half a kilobyte of RAM. An im-

provement that can be applied to some ad hoc

routing schemes when position is available, Loca-

tion Aided Routing [11] limits the search for a new

route to a smaller destination zone. Our position-
ing and orientation algorithm is appropriate for

indoor location aware applications, when the

network�s main feature is not the unpredictable,

highly mobile topology, but rather temporary and

ad hoc deployment. These networks would not

justify the cost of setting up an infrastructure to

support positioning, like proposed in [12,4], or [2].

The orientation and positioning problems have
been extensively studied in the context of mobile

robot navigation, however, many methods pro-

posed by the robotics community make extensive

use of image processing and preset infrastructure,

such as ‘‘recognizable’’ landmarks. Our aim is a

positioning method that is robust, but relies on less

computational resources and on less infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the
next section describes the assumptions of the

problem and the assumed capabilities of the nodes.

Section 3 reviews some popular methods used in

positioning. Section 4 presents our approach, re-

viewing several forwarding schemes specific to

various hardware combinations, and Section 5

discusses some error control issues. Sections 6 and

7 present simulation results of some of the schemes,
and discuss some mobility related issues, and Sec-

tion 8 summarizes with some concluding remarks.
2. Node capabilities

The network is a collection of ad hoc deployed

nodes such that any node can only communicate
directly with its immediate neighboring nodes

within radio range. In the ideal case, when radio

coverage of a node is circular, these networks are

modeled as fixed radius random graphs.

Four capabilities are considered: self position-

ing, self orienting, ranging and AOA. Self posi-

tioning can be achieved by the means of GPS, or, if

the application permits, by manual input. Orien-
tation is given by a digital compass, which is

available in small form factors with high precision
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Fig. 1. Nodes with AOA capability.
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(<1�). Range measurements provide the possibility

for a node to measure distance to neighbors, for

example, in Fig. 1, node A could measure distances

AB and AC, but it could also obtain BC, after local
conversation with B or C. For AOA capability,

each node in the network is assumed to have one

main axis against which all angles are reported and

the capacity to estimate with a given precision the
direction from which a neighbor is sending data.

We assume that after the deployment, the axis of

the node has an arbitrary, unknown heading,

represented in Fig. 1 by a thick black arrow. The

term bearing refers to an angle measurement with

respect to another object. In our case, the AOA

capability provides for each node bearings to

neighboring nodes with respect to a node�s own
axis. A radial is a reverse bearing, or the angle

under which an object is seen from another point.

We will use the term heading with the meaning of

bearing to north, that is, the absolute orientation

of the main axis of each node. In Fig. 1, for node

B, bearing to A is cbaba, radial from A is cabab, and
heading is b̂b. Node A ‘‘sees’’ its neighbors at angles
cacac and cabab, and has the possibility of inferring one

angle of the triangle, dCABCAB ¼ cacac � cabab. For consis-
tency all angles are assumed to be measured in

trigonometric direction. Node A can also infer its

heading, if heading of one of the neighbors, say B,
is known. If node B knows its heading (angle to the
north) to be b̂b, then A may infer its heading to be

âa ¼ 2p� ðcbaba þ p� cababÞ þ b̂b. This in fact a way to

export the compass capability from B to A. If

however, no compass is available in any node, but

each node knows its position, heading can still be

found because the orientations of the sides of the

triangle can be found from positions of the verti-

ces. For example, if node B knows its own posi-
tion, and obtains the bearing cbaba to another known

point A, it may obtain the angle AB makes with the

vertical, and the orientation b̂b.
Any combination of the mentioned capabilities

may be available in every node, but we will gen-

erally assume that there is only a small fraction of

nodes that can position themselves, called land-

marks. The other global capability, orientation
can be reasonably assumed at all nodes, but it is

known to suffer interference from electrical and

magnetic fields, as well as large metallic objects.

Here we make two opposite assumptions: In the

first, the compasses are available at all nodes, with

good accuracy, which can greatly help the posi-

tioning algorithms. In the second, compasses are

either not available, or biased by local conditions,
and the AOA measurements may provide better

orientation accuracy. In this case, orientation can

either be a byproduct of a positioning algorithm,

or the goal of an orientation algorithm, both

which have to be based on AOA.

2.1. AOA capable nodes

AOA capability is achieved by various tech-

nologies, some of which might be prohibitive in

size and power consumption. A small form factor

node that satisfies conditions outlined in the pre-

vious section has been developed at MIT by the

Cricket Compass project [6]. Its theory of opera-

tion is based on both time difference of arrival

(TDoA) and phase difference of arrival. Time dif-
ference is used in a similar manner in other pro-

jects, such as AhLOS [3] and Cricket Location [2],



Fig. 2. Basic principle of Cricket Compass (adapted from [6]).
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and is based on the six orders of magnitude dif-

ference between the speeds of sound and light. If a

node sends a RF signal and an ultrasound signal at

the same time, the destination node might infer the

range to the originating node based on the time

difference in arrivals. In order to get the angle of
arrival, each node may use two ultrasound re-

ceivers placed at a known distance from each

other, L (Fig. 2). By knowing ranges x1, x2, and
distance L, the node is able to infer the orientation

h, with an accuracy of 5� when the angle lies be-

tween ±40�. Medusa, used in AhLOS project [3]

from UCLA, is another wireless networked node

with small size which makes use of several ultra-
sound receivers, but without actually employing

them to detect angle of arrival. These incipient

realizations prove that it is feasible to get AOA

capability in a small package that would be ap-

propriate for future pervasive ad hoc networks.
3. Triangulation, trilateration and VOR

3.1. Trilateration

In global positioning system (GPS [13]), trila-

teration (in reality multilateration) uses ranges to

at least three known satellites to find the coordi-

nates of the receiver, and four satellites to also find

the clock bias of the receiver. For our ad hoc po-
sitioning purposes, we are using a simplified ver-

sion of the GPS trilateration, as we only deal with

distances, and there is no need for clock synchro-

nization. The trilateration procedure starts with an

a priori estimated position that is later corrected

towards the true position. Let r̂ru be the estimated
position, ru the real position, qi ¼ jri � ruj þ �i and
q̂qi ¼ jri � r̂ruj þ �̂�i the respective ranges to the GPS

i. The distance equation to each satellite is

qi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxi � xuÞ2 þ ðyi � yuÞ2

q
. The correction of the

range, Dq is approximated linearly using Taylor

expansion. If bJJi is the unit vector of q̂qi,bJJi ¼ ðri � r̂ruÞ=jri � r̂ruj and Dr ¼ r̂ru � ru, then the

approximate of the correction in the range is

Dq ¼ q̂qi � qi ’ bJJi � Dr þ D�. Performing the above

approximation for each satellite independently

leads to a linear system in which the unknown is

the position correction Dr ¼ ½Dx Dy �:
Dq ¼ JDr;

Dq1

Dq2

Dq3

. . .
Dqn

2
66664

3
77775 ¼

bJJ1x bJJ1ybJJ2x bJJ2ybJJ3x bJJ3y
. . . . . .bJJnx bJJny

2
666664

3
777775

Dx
Dy

� �
: ð1Þ

If an uncertainty ri is available for each range

estimate, the above system is affected by the

weights W ¼ diagf1=r2
i g, and its solution is

Dr ¼ ðJTWJÞ�1JTW Dq: ð2Þ
After each iteration, the corrections Dx and Dy are
applied to the current position estimate. The iter-

ation process stops when the correction in position

is below a chosen threshold.
3.2. Triangulation

Triangulation is a positioning procedure that
relies on angle measurements with respect to

known landmarks. Historically, triangulation has

been used more than trilateration for both navi-

gation and geodetic purposes, because angles are

more easily and precisely measured with simple

methods.

The central observation suggesting that posi-

tioning using angles is possible is that the follow-
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Fig. 3. Positioning using angles or ranges to landmarks. (a) Triangulation and trilateration. (b) Geometric locus of a point seeing two

known landmarks at a given angle, is a circle. dAOBAOB ¼ 2 dADBADB.
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ing: if we know the positions for the vertices of a

triangle, and the angles at which an interior point

‘‘sees’’ the vertices, we can determine the position

of the interior point. The difference from trilater-

ation is that the interior point knows angles to-

wards triangle sides instead of distances to

vertices. In Fig. 3a, if beside coordinates of A, B
and C, node D knows distances DA, DB and DC, it
can use trilateration to infer its position. On the

other hand, if it knows the angles dBDABDA, dADCADC , anddCDBCDB, it can find its position using triangulation.

This is done by finding the intersection of the three

circles determined by the landmarks and the

known angles. Information from several land-

marks can be used to get a least square error so-

lution, because in the general case, AOA
measurements do not have perfect accuracy. There

are several possibilities to compute this estimated

point of intersection. The triangulation problem

can be reduced to trilateration by some simple

transformations. If, for example, a node D knows

the angle to a pair of landmarks A and B, it may

infer that its position is somewhere on the circle

determined by the angle and the position of the
two landmarks (Fig. 3b). What is fixed in this

picture is the center of the circle, O, whose position
may be determined when xa, ya, xb, yb and angledADBADB are known. This may help in transforming a

triangulation problem of size n into a trilateration

problem of size ðn
2
Þ if for each pair of landmarks

observed by a node we create an trilateration

equation using x, y, x0, y0 and the radius of the
circle as the distance. Another possibility is to

form all triplets of obtained landmarks and find

the center of the circumscribed circle for each
such triplet and the unknown point D. This leads
to the solving of ðn

3
Þ trilateration problems of size

3, one for each circle, with ðn
3
Þ solution points.

For small numbers of landmarks, the ðn
3
Þ has a

similar CPU complexity as the ðn
2
Þ one. However,

the problems solved are all of size 3, thus requir-

ing much less memory, whereas the ðn
2
Þ approach

needs to handle n2=2� 2 sized matrices. A solution
linear in the number of landmarks n, proposed

in [14], makes efficient use of the representation

of landmarks as complex numbers. In our simu-

lation we used the simple ðn
3
Þ implementation, as

it gives the same quality estimates as the linear

solution presented in [14], but it is much more

simple to implement and has a low penalty for

small n.

3.3. VOR

Another method of positioning using angles is

VOR (VHS Omni-directional Ranging), which is

currently still the main aid for aircraft navigation.

Its principle is very simple: a landmark sends two

signals, one that is periodic and omni-directional,
while the another one is directional and rotating

about the landmark. The airborne equipment re-

ceives both signals, and interprets the difference

between the signals as a radial from the station.

The coordinates of the landmark are known,

therefore placing the mobile anywhere on a given

line. A second VOR reading provides a second line

to be intersected with the first. Given ðxi; yi; riÞ the
coordinates and the radial to the landmark i, a
node can build the equation of the line

aixþ biy ¼ ci on which it places itself.
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if cosðriÞ ¼ 0

ai ¼ 1; bi ¼ 0; ci ¼ xi

else

ai ¼ tanðriÞ; bi ¼ �1; ci ¼ �yi þ xi tanðriÞ

Combining all such lines to landmarks, the

linear system to be solved for a location is

½aTjbT� x
y

� �
¼ ½cT�: ð3Þ

This approach is less expensive computationally,

for n landmarks requiring just a weighted least

square linear system solving. Also, it does not

depend on an initial good guess of the solution

that is necessary in iterative solving of nonlinear
systems. What makes it slightly different form the

previous one is the fact that the landmark should

be equipped with a compass, so that it reports all

radials against a well known direction, such as

north. Trilateration and triangulation do not re-

quire any compass at all, but still provide posi-

tioning (and orientation if AOA is used) for all the

nodes.
4. Ad hoc positioning system (APS) algorithm

The problem to be solved is: given imprecise

bearing/range measurements to neighbors in a con-

nected ad hoc network where a small fraction of the

nodes have self positioning capability, find orienta-

tion and position for all nodes in the network. The

difficulty of the problem stems from the fact that

the capable nodes (landmarks) comprise only a

small fraction of the network, and most regular

nodes are nodes are not in direct contact with

enough landmarks. What we are looking for is a

hop by hop method to export capabilities from the

capable nodes to the regular ones.
APS [5,7] is a hybrid between two major con-

cepts: distance vector (DV) routing, and beacon

based positioning (GPS). What makes it similar to

DV routing is the fact that information is for-

warded in a hop by hop fashion, independently

with respect to each landmark. What makes it
similar to GPS is that eventually each node esti-

mates its own position, based on the landmark

readings it gets. The original APS concept has

been shown to work using range measurements [5],

and angle measurements [7]. We extend the pro-

posed methods by considering multimodal and
heterogenous capabilities. While an arbitrary

combination of capabilities may not guarantee

support for a positioning scheme, we identify a

number of positioning schemes that are appro-

priate for certain combinations of capabilities. For

example if ranging or AOA capabilities are avail-

able, we expect them to be present at all nodes of

the network. Compasses may also be present
throughout the network, but it is always reason-

able to assume they are at least present at land-

marks.

What we propose is a method to forward ori-

entation/range so that nodes which are not in di-

rect contact with the landmarks can still infer their

orientation/range with respect to the landmark.

Here, orientation means bearing, radial, or both,
and range means straight line distance, or an es-

timation of it. First, we shortly review the most

basic method, DV-hop [5], that does not rely on

any capability except connectivity. Then, the range

based propagation methods, DV-distance [5], Eu-

clidean [5], and DV-coordinate [15]. The AOA

based propagation methods are DV-bearing [7],

which allows each node to get a bearing to a
landmark, and DV-radial [7], which allows a node

to get a bearing and a radial to a landmark. When

ranging and AOA are available together at all

nodes, we propose DV-position, a method that

positions nodes in a single propagation stage.

All propagations work very much like a math-

ematical induction proof. The fixed point: nodes

immediately adjacent to a landmark get their
bearings/radials/ranges directly from the land-

mark. The induction step: assuming that a node

has some neighbors with orientation/range for a

landmark, it will be able to compute its own ori-

entation/range with respect to that landmark, and

forward it further into the network. What remains

to be found is a method to compute this induction

step, for any combination of local capabilities:
none, ranging, AOA, AOA+compass, AOA+

ranging, AOA+ ranging+ compass.
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If for some reason a node does not get enough

ranges/orientations in order to triangulate/trila-

terate, it could wait for the neighbors to success-

fully position themselves and either use local

measurements in order to get a position, or simply

use a weighted average with the positions of those
neighbors. Even if position is available at a node,

smoothing with the positions of the neighbors

has been reported beneficial in certain cases

[3,16,17].
4.1. DV-hop propagation method

This is the most basic scheme, and it comprises

of three non-overlapping stages.

1. First, it employs a classical distance vector ex-

change so that all nodes in the network get
shortest paths, in hops, to the landmarks. Each

node maintains a table fXi; Yi; hig and ex-

changes updates only with its neighbors.

2. In the second stage, after it cumulates distances

to other landmarks, a landmark estimates an

average size for one hop, which is then de-

ployed as a correction to the nodes in its neigh-

borhood.
3. When receiving the correction, an arbitrary

node may then have estimate distances to land-

marks, in meters, which can be used to perform

the trilateration, which constitutes the third

phase of the method. The correction a land-

mark ðXi; YiÞ computes is

ci ¼
P ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðXi � XjÞ2 þ ðYi � YjÞ2
q

P
hi

;

i 6¼ j; all landmarks j: ð4Þ
The drawbacks of DV-hop are that it will only

work for isotropic networks, that is, when the

properties of the graph are the same in all direc-

tions, so that the corrections that are deployed

reasonably estimate the distances between hops.

For uniform networks, [18] shows that the ex-

pected progress in the MFR geographic forward-

ing policy can be estimated locally based only on
the Ni, the degree of the nodes as
ĉci ¼ r 1

�
þ e�Ni �

Z 1

�1

e�
Ni
p ðarccos t�t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�t2

p
Þ dt

�
: ð5Þ

This value is a good approximation of our cor-

rection in uniform networks, eliminating the need

for second stage, as each node estimates ci based
on its number of neighbors only (Ni). The DV-hop

idea was independently explored in the context of

amorphous computing by Nagpal [16], who has

also given an upper bound on the accuracy as
1
4
pr=Navg.

The advantages of the DV-hop method are its

simplicity and the fact that it does not depend on

range or angle measurement error. Measuring

ranges to neighbors however, turns out to be of
some advantage for the next propagation schemes,

which employs another stage of trilateration for

the unsuccessful nodes, using successful neighbors

as landmarks.

4.2. DV-distance propagation method

This method is similar with the previous one
with the difference that distance(range) between

neighboring nodes is measured in meters rather

than in hops. As a metric, the distance vector al-

gorithm is now using the cumulative traveling

distance, in meters. On one hand the method is less

coarse than DV-hop, because not all hops have the

same size, but it is sensitive to measurement errors.

4.3. Euclidean propagation method

The third scheme works by propagating the

estimated euclidean distance to the landmark, so

this method is the closest to the nature of GPS.

(1) An arbitrary node A needs to have at least

two neighbors B and C which have estimates for

the landmark L (Fig. 4). A also has measured es-
timates of distances for AB, AC, and BC, so there is

the condition that: either B and C, besides being

neighbors of A, are neighbors of each other, or A
knows distance BC, from being able to map all its

neighbors in a local coordinate system.

In any case, for the quadrilateral ABCL, all the
sides are known, and one of the diagonals, BC is

also known. This allows node A to compute the
second diagonal AL, which in fact is the euclidean
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distance from A to the landmark L. It is possible

that A is on the same side of BC as L––shown as A1

in the figure––case in which the distance to L is
different. The choice between the two possibilities

is made locally by A either by voting, when A has

several pairs of immediate neighbors with esti-

mates for L, or by examining relation with other

common neighbors of B and C. The latter choice

requires the (strong) assumption that if two nodes

are in proximity they should be able to commu-

nicate. When node A has to decide whether or not
is at A1, it may enlist the help of another common

neighbor of B and C––D, that may already have an

estimate to L, but does not have a direct link to A.
This lets A decide that, since is separated from D
by BC, it must also be separated from L. From the

simulations, we found that each method solves

about the same amount of ambiguities in an uni-

form density network.
If it cannot be chosen clearly between A and A1,

an estimate distance to L won�t be available for A
until either more neighbors have estimates for L
that will suit voting, or more second hop neighbors

have estimates for L, so a clear choice can be made.

Once the proper choice for A is available, the ac-

tual estimate is obtained by applying Pithagora�s
generalized theorem in triangles ACB, BCL, and
ACL, to find the length of AL. An error reduction

improvement applicable for the Euclidean, but not

for the other methods is for a landmark to correct

all the estimates it forwards. It uses the true, GPS

obtained coordinates, instead of relying on the

measurement based received values. Another ad-
vantage is that from the estimation of AL, if un-
certainties of all other ranges are known, the

uncertainty in AL can also be computed at the time

of forwarding, and thus provide the GPS trilater-

ation with weights that increase accuracy. Having

an estimate for the obtained range may, in certain
cases, reduce the average positioning error by up

to 50% (when compared with positioning error

obtained in [5]).

cosðaÞ ¼ AB2 � AC2 � BC2

2 � AC � BC ;

cosðbÞ ¼ BL2 � BC2 � CL2

2 � CL � BC ;

AL2 ¼ AC2 þ CL2 � 2 � AC � CL cosðb� aÞ;

r2
AL ¼

X oAL
oe

� �2

r2
e ;

e ¼ AC;CL; LB;BA;BC: ð6Þ

The uncertainty rAL is then propagated together

with the actual length AL to nodes which are far-

ther from the landmark L. The advantage of this

method is that it provides better accuracy under

certain conditions, and there are no correction to

be deployed later.

(2) Once a node has ranges to three landmarks,
it may, by itself, estimate its position, taking into

consideration the uncertainty associated with each

range.
4.4. DV-bearing and DV-radial propagation methods

(1) Assume node A (Fig. 4) knows its bearings

to immediate neighbors B and C (angles b̂b and ĉc),
which in turn know their bearings to a faraway

landmark L. The problem is for A to find its

bearing to L (dashed arrow). If B and C are

neighbors of each other, then A has the possibility

to find all the angles in triangles DABC and DBCL.
But this would allow A to find the angle dLACLAC ,

which yields the bearing of A with respect to L, as
ĉcþ dLACLAC . Node A might accept another bearing to
L from another pair of neighbors, if it involves less

hops than the pair B–C. A then continues the

process by forwarding its estimated bearing to L to
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its neighbors which will help farther away nodes

get their estimates for L. Forwarding orientations

is done in a fashion similar to distance vector

routing algorithms. In our case, the landmarks are

the ones starting the update messages that are

propagated throughout the network, for each
landmark independently. Once node A finds its

bearings to at least three landmarks that are not

on the same line or on the same circle with A, it can
infer its position using one of the methods outlined

in Section 3.

If the radial method is to be used, a similar ar-

gument holds, with the difference that now A needs

to know, besides bearings of B and C to L, the ra-
dials of B and C from L. If the angle dBLNBLN (radial at

B) is also known, then the angle dALNALN (radial at A)
can also be found since all angles in both triangles

are known. The actual downside for this method is

in the increased amount of signaling––nodes B and

C forward two values per landmark (bearing and

radial) instead of just one, as in the bearing based

method. If a compass would be available in every
node, the two methods would in fact become

identical because when all angles are measured

against the same reference direction (north, for

example), bearing ¼ 2p� radial.

The algorithm has similar signalling overhead

behavior with Euclidean, and is roughly a TTL

limited flooding per landmark. The following table

summarizes for each method the required node
capabilities and associated signaling-accuracy

tradeoffs. ‘‘More’’ signalling refers to the fact that

two values are needed per landmark, whereas

‘‘less’’ sends only one. In the case of a large ex-

isting packet overhead, one extra value may be of

diminished importance. The accuracy of the two

propagated methods will be quantified more pre-

cisely in the simulation section (6).
Compass Method Signal-

ing

Accu-

racy

Nowhere DV-bearing Less Less

Only at DV-bearing Less Less

Landmarks DV-radial More More

All nodes DV-radial Less More
(2) The positioning stage uses triangulation for

DV-bearing, and VOR for DV-radial. Both meth-

ods allow for the use of uncertainties, in a similar

fashion with Euclidean.

4.5. DV-coordinate propagation method

The fifth method considered, suggested by an

idea proposed in [19], was explored in [15] for

ranges only, and can be extended for the multi-

modal case (AOA, compass, accelerometer, and

their combinations). The method also aims at

propagating ranges, bearings or orientations, but

it requires two preprocessing stages that have to
complete before the DV propagation starts.

(1) Assuming that second hop information is

available, as in case of Euclidean, it is possible for a

node to establish a local coordinate system for

which the node itself is the origin. In Fig. 5, node

A, based on the ranges from itself to its neighbors

and the ranges between those neighbors, can

choose some set of axes xa, ya and locally place all
the immediate neighbors. The system may be built

by solving a nonlinear optimization problem to

find all nodes positions given all the ranges and the

fact that A ¼ ð0; 0Þ, or by choosing two neighbors

as indicators for axes of coordinates, and incre-

mentally add nodes. We chose the second ap-

proach, since the nonlinear optimization might not

scale to higher degrees and needs a good starting
xb

xd

yb

A

B

E

CD

H

Fig. 5. Local coordinate systems.
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point not to fall in local minima. In case of A, E is

chosen as an indicator for xa axis and F for ya.
Using known ranges to eliminate ambiguities, all

immediate neighbors of A are added to the local

coordinate system. In a similar fashion, if bearings

to neighbors are available, the local system can be
built based on an initial arbitrary scale. A chooses

for example the distance AE to be of unit size, and

by knowing all the angles in triangles around itself,

it may position all the nodes in an incremental

fashion. Availability of AOA and ranging makes

the setup of the coordinate system even simpler,

since angles and sides in all the triangles around A
are known. Every node in the network indepen-
dently builds its own coordinate system centered at

itself, with a procedure that is specific to the

hardware available.

(2) The next preprocessing step is registration

with the neighbors. If node A sends the coordinates

of G to B, B has to translate those coordinates in

its own system. The transformation matrix that

achieves this translation is obtained through the
process of registration [20]. Nodes A and B each

have coordinates of nodes A, B, C and D in both

coordinate systems, which are used to compute

associate transformation matrices used for trans-

lation from one system to the other. The regis-

tration process is specific to the local capabilities

available. Table 1 indicates all the possible com-

binations of node capabilities, and the transfor-
mations involved in the registration process

(T¼ translation, R¼ rotation, S¼ scaling, M¼
mirroring). When mirroring is indicated in paren-

thesis, it can only happen as a result of a node

being deployed upside down, not from the ran-

domness in starting the local coordinate system.

When only ranging is used, mirroring is possible

regardless of the pose of the node, depending on
Table 1

Hardware capabilities and associated transformations

Capability Transformations

Range T, R, M

AoA T, R, S, (M)

AoA+Compass T, S, (M)

AoA+Range T, R, (M)

AoA+Range+Compass T, (M)
the nodes chosen as indicators for local axes. In all

the other cases, since AoA is assumed to report

angles in the same (trigonometric) direction for all

nodes, mirroring between two local coordinate

system appears only when one node is flipped,

situation which can be robustly detected by a
digital accelerometer.

Each coordinate received from a neighbor needs

to be translated by a node in order to be consistent

with its own coordinate system. Computing this

matrices before hand is just an optimization choice

applicable to static networks, otherwise registra-

tion can be performed on the fly, whenever com-

munication between two neighbor occurs. The
complexity of registration is linear in the number

of common neighbors used for registration, 4 in

this example, and cubic in the number of coordi-

nates, 2 in the plane. This preprocessing step in-

sures that when a node has some estimate for a

landmark, it can immediately be translated by the

neighboring nodes in their own coordinate sys-

tems.
(3) Getting back to DV propagation, instead of

propagating the actual euclidean distance to the

landmark, two coordinates are sent, designating

the coordinates of the landmark in the coordinate

system of the sending node. If node B receives

coordinates of some landmark from A, it first

translates those coordinates in its own system us-

ing the appropriate translation matrix, computed
in the preprocessing step.

(4) A node that gathers a number of landmarks

in its own coordinate system now has two possi-

bilities of positioning itself. First, it can simply

compute the ranges in its own coordinate system

and use them in the global system to solve the

trilateration problem. Second, since it has coordi-

nates for the landmarks both in its own local
system and in the global system, it may use the

registration procedure to find a transformation

matrix from the local system to the global one. The

projection of 0,0 through this matrix would yield

global coordinates for the node. In our simula-

tions, we found these two methods to yield similar

performance.

DV-coordinate propagation method may use the
registration residual error as a measure of uncer-

tainty. At each propagation step, uncertainty in
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obtained coordinates is amplified by the local un-

certainty resulted from the registration to produce

a new uncertainty for the coordinates that get

propagated to further nodes.

4.6. DV-position and DV-compass propagation

methods

If ranging and AOA are both available at all

nodes, DV-bearing can be used in parallel with any

of the range based methods, and the final position

estimation can be inferred from the two estimates.

DV-coordinate allows the use of several capabili-

ties in building local coordinate systems. DV-po-

sition is another method that makes simultaneous

use of both capabilities for increased accuracy.

DV-compass is a simplification of DV-position,

that only exports the orientation capability by

assuming AOA throughout the network, and

compasses only at the landmarks.

If compasses are available at landmarks,

neighbors of landmarks can position themselves in
one step using DV-position. In Fig. 6, if landmark

B has a compass and can measure angle b̂b, and also

AOA capability to measure the angle cbaba at which

A is seen, then it is possible to compute the equa-

tion line on which A is placed. If the range AB is

known, node A can find its own position. The

absolute orientation of A can also be found, as

2p� ðcbaba þ p� cababÞ þ b̂b. Using further propaga-
North

ab
ba

b

B

A

Fig. 6. DV-position propagation method.
tion, node A can then behave as a less accurate

landmark for further away nodes.

In order to propagate the uncertainty at each

step, we assume that each node�s position has an
associated uncertainty covariance matrix. In order

to assume normal spatial errors, AOA errors and

range errors are approximated, assuming their

independence. In Fig. 7, assume the uncertainty at

node B is UB, and node A, using an AOA reading

with uncertainty r2
a and a range reading with un-

certainty r2
r infers its position with uncertainty UA.

UA ¼ UB þ
rx
ry

� �> r2
x 0

0 r2
y

� �
rx
ry

� �
: ð7Þ

When angular errors are small, the eigenvalues of

the covariance matrix are given by rx ¼ rr and

ry ¼ k�rrk sin ra, where ra is the uncertainty in angle

measurement, rr the uncertainty in range mea-

surement, and �rr is the actual range measured. The

eigenvectors rx and ry are given by the direction of

the vector �rr, respectively its normal. The advan-
tage of expressing the uncertainty using a covari-

ance matrix is that it can easily be cumulated as the

position is propagated. The second advantage is

that positions obtained from different landmarks

can be merged in order to get the best position

estimate, as well as an estimate of its uncertainty.

If ½ xi yi � is the estimate from landmark i, and Ui

is the uncertainty accumulated along the path
from landmark i, the final uncertainty is

U ¼
X

U�1
i

� ��1

ð8Þ

and the position estimate:

½ x y � ¼
X

½ xi yi �U�1
i

� �
U : ð9Þ
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Intuitively, the uncertainty grows with each error

affected measurement (7), but can be reduced if

several landmarks are used (8). The actual position

estimate is in fact a weighted estimate considering

all the partial estimates and their uncertainties (9).

DV-compass is the method of forwarding orienta-

tions, as a part of, or separately from DV-position.

Similarly, the uncertainty in orientation cumulates
as

DA ¼ DB þ r2
a:

If compasses are not available at landmarks, the

position/orientation/uncertainty propagations all

work in a similar fashion, but each in coordinate

systems that are specific to individual landmarks.

Each landmark works with a coordinate system

indicated by its random direction obtained at de-

ployment. The method becomes similar to the DV-

coordinate, with the difference that at each step,
regular nodes place themselves in coordinate sys-

tems that are landmark specific. In this situation, a

node has to use its positions/orientations in vari-

ous coordinate systems, in order to find its global

estimate.

4.7. Network density

The question that arises in deployment of the

network is what kind of node density is needed in

order to achieve a certain condition with high

probability. It has been conjectured [21] that many

random graph properties exhibit phase transi-

tions––sharp increases in the probability when the

density increases beyond a certain point. For ex-

ample, it has been proven that a random network
in the plane needs a degree of about 6 in order to
have complete connectivity with high probability.

We expect the degree requirement to be higher for

DV-bearing, DV-radial, and Euclidean, since more

than simple connectivity is needed for two neigh-

bors that are also neighbors of each other to be

present for any given node. In Fig. 8a, we can see

that when the mean degree of a node increases

beyond 9, with a very high probability it will meet
the conditions to forward orientation using DV-

bearing or DV-radial. This data is empirically ob-

tained by running our forwarding policy in a net-

work of 1000 nodes with a single landmark and

then count the number of nodes which get a

bearing to it. Variation of the average degree is

achieved by increasing the radio range of the

nodes. In the case of a sensor network, it is often
envisioned that the deployed density is higher than

needed to allow for extension in battery life by

tuning the duty cycle. This means that an initial

degree of 9 might be tolerable (50% more nodes

have to be deployed), as the normal functioning

regime can be later lowered to 6, which has been

shown to be good practical minimum for connec-

tivity [21].
5. Error control

Being that all measurements are affected by er-

rors, the forwarding actually amplifies and com-

pounds smaller errors into larger errors. While

some of the methods presented forward uncer-

tainties along with estimates, some generic error

control methods may be used to eliminate outlier

measurements or aberrations produced by ambi-

guities. A number of simple techniques may be
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employed to reduce the propagation of such er-

rors, including: avoiding inference based on small

angles or on degenerate triangles (for Euclidean,

DV-bearing and DV-radial), limiting the propaga-

tion of DV packets with a simple TTL scheme, and

elimination of the outliers in position estimation.
The fact that range and angle measurements are

affected by error greatly influences the very core of

the methods that are based on two common

neighbors. As the environment we envision for this

positioning algorithm is a low power, low com-

munication capacity node, error control methods

employed have to be lightweight. Together, the

three mentioned methods achieve an error reduc-
tion of about 50%.

The first intuitive remark is that error cumulates

with distance, because of the way bearings and

ranges are propagated. We verified this fact for

DV-bearing in a network of 200 nodes, by plotting

the average bearing error as a function of distance

in hops to the respective landmark (Fig. 8b). For

DV-position, the covariance matrices are cumu-
lated at each step, leading to uncertainty growing

with the number of hops. Limiting the propaga-

tion of the DV packets using a TTL scheme is

therefore a good idea not only for error control

reasons, but also for reducing communication

complexity. If TTL is infinite, each landmark is

flooding the entire network with its coordinates,

thus triggering propagation specific computation
(bearing, radial or Euclidean) at every other node.

TTL is the main feature that makes the proposed

algorithms scalable. As long as enough landmarks

can be acquired from the area allowed by the TTL,
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Fig. 9. (a) Angle threshold: tradeoff error-coverage. (b
the total size of the network does not influence per

node communication overhead or the quality of the

estimates.

The next key observation is that small angles

are more error prone than large angles. It is pref-

erable to deal with equilateral triangles than with
triangles that have two very acute angles and one

obtuse angle. For example, the same angle error of

5� will make much more difference in a triangle

with a true angle of 10� than in one with 60�. It is
an analogue situation with the geometric dilution

of precision (GDOP) in the GPS, in which the

error amplification depends on the landmark

constellation. To address this problem we use a
threshold value to eliminate triangles in which

small angles are involved. In Fig. 4, if any of the

two triangles DABC and DBCL have small angles,

A won�t get to propagate orientation or range to L,
to avoid a large amplification of possible small

errors. There is a tradeoff between coverage and

positioning error, and this results from the orien-

tation range forwarding policy. A conservative
policy would use a high threshold, limiting the

computations with small angles but also limiting

the propagation of ranges and orientations, and

finally reducing coverage. A relaxed policy would

propagate almost all angles, involving more errors,

but would improve coverage. In Fig. 9a, when

using DV-bearing, it is shown how varying from a

very conservative forwarding policy (thresh-
old¼ 0.5. 28�) to a very relaxed one (thresh-

old¼ 0.01. 0.5�) achieves different levels of

coverage (success rate) with different amounts of

error. The positioning error represents the average
120002000
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distance in hops from the true position, obtained

after propagation (Section 4.4) and triangula-

tion (Section 3). The coverage represents the

fraction of nodes successfully obtaining a position.

The data is obtained by positioning with differ-

ent thresholds, in the configuration shown in
Fig. 10, with a TTL of 6, 20% landmarks and a

high AOA measurement error (stddev¼
0.4. 23�). This angular control of the error can be

applied to all the methods that implicitly use tri-

angles: DV-bearing, DV-radial, Euclidean, and

DV-coordinate.

Another error control method, suggested in

[14], refers to the position estimations obtained
from the triplets of landmarks. In all the men-

tioned methods, several position estimations may

be obtained, leading to the problem of combining

them into one single estimate. While this can

simply be the weighted centroid of the estimates, in
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practice it has been observed that large errors are

clustered together. This is caused by propagation

paths that pass through common points affected

either by ambiguities (Euclidean), or large range/

AOA errors. A robust method suggested in [14] is

to first compute the centroid and then remove the
outliers before recomputing a new centroid with

the remaining points (Fig. 9b). There are more

powerful methods available, such as data cluster-

ing and k-smallest enclosing circle, but they in-

volve higher computational and memory

complexities, which may not be applicable to most

small networked nodes, such as sensor nodes.
6. Simulation

Simulations included here are only for DV-

bearing and DV-radial, while DV-hop, DV-dis-
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tance, and Euclidean can be found in [5], and DV-

coordinate using ranges in [15]. We simulated an

isotropic 1 map similar with the one in Fig. 10

(average degree¼ 10.5, diameter¼ 32), but with

1000 nodes, each having a random, but unknown

heading. A fraction of nodes are landmarks,

meaning that they have self positioning capability

by an external method such as GPS. Gaussian

noise is added to each AOA estimation to simulate
measurement errors. Gaussian distribution has the

property that 95% of the samples lie within 1.96

standard deviations from the mean. What this

means for angle measurements is that if the stan-

dard deviation of the noise is for example p
8
, then

95% of the measurements will be in the interval

� p
4
; p
4

� 	
of the true bearing, thus giving a total

spread of p
2
for bearing measurements. Perfor-

mance will be evaluated based on the accuracy of

positioning for non-landmark nodes, accuracy of

heading, and percentage of the regular nodes

which succeed the solving for a position (cover-

age). All the results presented in this section are

averaged from 100 runs with different randomly

distributed landmark configurations over the same

network. Due to the fact that the proposed algo-
rithms provide different tradeoffs, in order to

produce comparable coverage we ran DV-Bearing

with a TTL of 5 and DV-radial with a TTL of 4. In
1 isotropic¼having the same physical properties in all

directions (connectivity, density, node degree, landmark distri-

bution).
both cases the angle threshold was 0.35 (.20�). All
performance graphs indicate the standard devia-

tion in selected points.

Positioning error (Fig. 11a) is represented rela-

tive to the maximum communication range of a

node. An error of 1.0 means that the position re-

sulted from the positioning algorithm is one

(maximum sized) radio hop away from its true

position. For DV-Bearing, this position is obtained
from the bearings to landmarks, applying the tri-

angulation method mentioned in Section 3. For

DV-Radial, position is obtained from the radials

by solving a linear system. On the horizontal axis

of the graphs the standard deviation of the mea-

surement noise is varied from 0 to p
4
, and the sev-

eral curves on each graph correspond to different

landmark ratios. A larger number of landmarks
improves both accuracy and precision, by solving

a larger system for each positioning problem. For

reasonable errors DV-Radial provides better po-

sitioning accuracy, and exhibits less dependence on

the percentage of landmarks.

Bearing error (Fig. 11b) is the average error of

the bearing to landmarks obtained by regular

nodes after the orientation propagation phase
stops. This is a primary measure of how the for-

warding method compounds and propagates er-

ror. Because each landmark is treated

independently, bearing errors are not affected by

the number of landmarks available in the network.

As expected, DV-Radial exhibits lower error,

mainly because of the extra value that is for-

warded.
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Heading is the angle between nodes axis and the

north, as would be given by a compass. Heading

error is therefore the error in the absolute orien-
tation averaged over all nodes. In our simulation,

it is obtained by each node after estimating a po-

sition. Heading error (Fig. 12a) is about double the

bearing error, which is consistent with the results

presented in [14].

Coverage (Fig. 12b) represents the percentage

of non landmark nodes which are able to resolve

for a position. The reasons for which a node does
not get a position are: fewer than three landmarks

accumulated (due to propagation errors), collinear

or co-circular landmarks, or numerical instability

in the system solving. We aimed for similar cov-

erage for the two algorithms in order to compare

the other performance metrics. Even if positioning

is theoretically possible with two landmarks for

DV-Radial and with three landmarks for DV-

Bearing, in practice, due to angle errors com-

pounding, a much higher number of landmarks

might be needed.

The main observations to draw from simula-

tions are the following: accuracy can be traded off

for coverage by tuning the TTL and the threshold

value. The TTL tradeoff is also between energy

and coverage, as its reduction would lead to less
energy spending but also to less coverage. Posi-

tions obtained are usable for applications such as

Caresian routing [8], as it is showed in [5], with

errors of similar scale. Bearing errors follow clo-

sely the measurement noise, but they can be fur-

ther decreased using more sophisticated correction

methods.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of positions

and orientations for a realistic application, we

devised a simple example in which a mobile tra-
verses a fixed network and is sensed by nodes

within a certain distance. Nodes are initially de-

ployed randomly, with a fraction of them (20%)

having the self positioning capability. After run-

ning the APS algorithm to infer their position and

orientation, the nodes sensing the mobile report

their position and the direction in which the mo-

bile was observed. At a central location, reports
from various nodes are aggregated to produce an

estimate position of the mobile. Since both posi-

tions and directions reported by nodes are based

on APS produced positions/orientations, and

therefore affected by errors, and because there may

be more than two reporting nodes, the estimate

position of the mobile is obtained by solving an

over-determined linear system, in order to mini-
mize the square error. In Fig. 13, the original

trajectory is shown with a dashed line, and the

restored one with a solid line. Standard deviations

are indicated for each sample point. While more

complicated data fusion/prediction techniques

(such as Kalman filters) may be used here to im-

prove the estimated trajectory, the purpose of the

example is merely to quantify the APS produced
error in the position and orientation of the nodes,

with no additional processing. The network used

(Fig. 10) was an isotropic topology with 100

nodes, mean degree 8.18, 20 nodes of which have

self positioning capability. The measurement error

considered was white gaussian noise with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.08 radians, which is about
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Fig. 13. Tracking example isotropic topology.
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double the error of 5� achieved by the AOA nodes

realized by the Cricket compass project [6]. The

algorithm used to infer position and orientation is

DV-bearing, which trades off some accuracy in

order to work with less signaling and fewer capa-

bilities (no compasses anywhere in the network).

We assumed that the sensing distance is equal to

communication radius, so that for each point we
get about 6 or 7 readings. The sensing angle error

is assumed to be 0, so that all the errors in the

restored trajectory quantify the errors in our po-

sitioning algorithm (DV-bearing). It is interesting

to note that estimations in the middle of the net-

work are much more accurate that the ones at the

edge (and this was verified with various other

trajectories). The main cause for this is that an
observation at the edge is obtained from angles

which are clustered together in a small zone of the
trigonometric circle––for example, a corner esti-

mation would have all the angles in one single

quadrant. In fact this is true about positions ob-

tained by both algorithms. This would suggest that

this class of algorithms (positioning, orientation,

tracking) would run better when the border of the

network is reduced in size, or is directly supported

by preferential landmark placement.
7. Node mobility

Our current simulation of APS only considers

static topologies. While highly mobile topologies,

usually associated with ad hoc networks, would

require a great deal of communication to maintain
up to date location, we envision ad hoc topologies

that do not change often, such as sensor networks,
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and indoor or outdoor temporary infrastructures,

like disposable networks. APS aims to keep a low

signaling complexity in the event network topol-

ogy changes slightly. When a node moves, it will

be able to get distance vector updates from its new

neighbors and triangulate to get its new position,
therefore communication remains localized to

nodes that are actually mobile. Not even moving

landmarks would cause a communication surge in

our approach because the only things that identify

a landmark are its coordinates. In fact, a moving

landmark would provide more information to the

positioning algorithm, as the new position of the

landmark acts as a new landmark for both mobile
and fixed nodes. With a mobile ‘‘landmark’’, we

can envision a case when a single, fly-over GPS

enabled node is in fact enough to initialize an en-

tire static network. Subsequent mobility of the

network is supported as long as a sufficient frac-

tion of nodes remains fixed at any one time to

serve updates for the mobile nodes. While APS

would perform well for limited mobility, it is very
likely that its DV nature would incur high signal-

ling costs in highly mobile scenarios. Drawing

from experience in ad hoc routing, we may infer

that an on-demand positioning scheme would be

more appropriate for these cases.

An avenue that is explored extensively in mobile

robotics research, involves usage of accelerometers

and gyroscopes. Situations may arise when either a
node does not have enough neighbors to get suf-

ficient orientation readings, or the node wishes to

stay in an inactive state for security or power

conservation reasons. In this cases dead reckoning

could be used to infer an estimate of current po-

sition based on the last triangulated position. This

capability is given by accelerometers, which can

provide relative positioning after a double inte-
gration of acceleration readings. Heading can be

inferred in a similar manner when gyroscopes is

available.
8. Conclusions

Multimodal sensing can enhance the perfor-
mance of positioning algorithms. AOA and rang-

ing, possibly enhanced with compasses and
accelerometers, have the possibility to provide

better positioning than any of them taken sepa-

rately. Both AOA and ranging are or can be cur-

rently achieved using common hardware––time

difference of arrival (TDoA), based on ultrasound

transmitters/receivers. Not requiring significant
additional hardware makes multimodal based

sensing a viable approach for positioning. The

APS methods we proposed infer position and

orientation in an ad hoc network where nodes

have local capabilities––ranging and AOA, possi-

bly enhanced by compasses. The assumption is

that all nodes have local capabilities, while only a

fraction have global capabilities, such as self po-
sitioning. Several algorithms were examined, each

providing different signaling-accuracy-coverage-

capabilities tradeoffs. The advantages of the APS

method are that it provides absolute coordinates

and absolute orientation, that it works well for

disconnected networks, and does not require any

additional deployed infrastructure. What makes

the algorithm scalable to very large networks is
that the communication protocol is localized.

Simulations showed that resulted positions have

an accuracy comparable to the radio range be-

tween nodes, and resulted orientations are usable

for navigational or tracking purposes.
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